One-Step, Catalyst-Free, Scalable in Situ Synthesis of Single-Crystal Aluminum Nanowires in Confined Graphene Space.
Nanowires have a wide range of applications, such as transparent electrodes, Li-ion battery anodes, light-emitting diodes, solar cells, and electronic devices. Currently, aluminum (Al) nanowires can be synthesized by thermally induced substitution of germanium (Ge) nanowires, chemical vapor deposition on other metal substrates, and template-assisted growth methods. However, there are still challenges in fabricating extremely high-purity nanowires, large-scale manufacturing, and simplifying the synthesis process and conditions. Here, we report for the first time that single-crystal Al nanowires can be one-step, in situ synthesized on a reduced graphene oxide (RGO) substrate on a large scale without using any catalysts. Through a simple high temperature treatment process, commercial micro-sized Al powders in RGO film were transformed into a single-crystal Al nanowire with an average length of 1.2 μm and an average diameter of 18 nm. The possible formation mechanism of the single-crystal Al nanowires is proposed as follows: hot aluminum atoms eject from the pristine aluminum/alumina core/shell structure of Al powders when they build up enough energy from the thermal stress under high temperature and confined space conditions, which is supported by both experimental and computational results. The method introduced here can be extended to allow the synthesis of one-dimensional highly reactive materials, like alkali metal nanowires, in confined spaces.